AMISTAR TANK MIX LIST

The following tank mixes have been tested for physical compatibility with AMISTAR at recommended rates of use and will mix in the sprayer tank. No tests have been undertaken on crop safety or product performance therefore, use is at the user's own risk. Syngenta UK Ltd will support the physical compatibility of 2 or 3-way tank mixes of AMISTAR with any of the fungicides, herbicides, insecticides or PGRs listed. For further information on compatibilities, contact Syngenta UK Ltd on 0800 169 6058.

FUNGICIDES

Agate Foil Propulse**
ALTO ELITE Folicur Prosaro
AMPHORE PLUS FOLIO GOLD Reflect
APACHE Fortress REVUS
Apres Helix Rovral Aqua Flo
Bontima Hubble Seguris 4
BRAVO 500 Ignite Shinkon
Camba Infinito Shirlan
CARIAL FLEX Invader Signum
Cebara Justice Sipcam C50
CERATAVO PLUS KAYAK Skyway Xpro
CHEROKEE Keyston 4 SLS567A
Compass Lieto Sparticus Xpro
Concorde MENARA SPORTAK 45EW
Cerbel Micaraz 4 SWITCH
DACONIL Narita Talius
Dithane 945 Opus Torch
ELATUS ERA Percos Tracker
ELATUS PLUS PLOVER Valbon
Epic Pointer Vareon
Fandango Priori Xtra VELOGY PLUS
Filan Proline Zulu
Flamenco

HERBICIDES

Agritox 50 Eagle Oxytril CM
Ally Max SX 1,2 Foundation Sencorex
Aramo Fusilade Max Starane 2
AXIAL + ADIGOR Galera Starane XL
AXIAL PRO Harmony M SX Thor
Boxer Jubilee SX Topik + oil
Broadway Star 5 Laser TRAXOS + ADIGOR
Duplosan KV Optica TRAXOS PRO

INSECTICIDES

ACTARA Decis Plenum
Aphox HALLMARK with ZEON TECHNOLOGY 2 Steward
Contest Mavrik
**TRACE ELEMENTS**

Syngenta UK Ltd will support the tank mixing of any of the named trace elements with an existing 2 or 3-way tank mix including AMISTAR. Syngenta UK Ltd advise that the trace element part of the tank mix is added to the sprayer tank last with constant agitation and the mixture is sprayed without delay.

- Bittersalz
- Chafer 20%N
- Cutonic Manganese
- Headland Graphic
- Headland HiPhos
- Headland Jett
- Headland Thio-S
- Libspray 211
- Manganese Liquid
- Nutrel Fastmix Manganese*
- Nutrel Fastmix K-Man*
- Nutrel Fastphyte Complete*
- Nutrel Fastphyte High K*
- Nutrel Maxman 400*
- Nutrel Nutrichel CaB*
- Nutrel Nutristart Catalyst*
- Omex 20%N
- Solubor
- Vytel Cereal Mix
- Vytel Liquid Manganese
- Vytel Liquid Mangro
- Vytel Liquid Zinc
- Vytel Nitro-plus
- Yara Vita Coptrel 500
- Yara Vita Coptrel Evo
- Yara Vita Croplift
- Yara Vita Hydromag Liquid
- Yara Vita Magflo 300
- Yara Vita Mancozin
- Yara Vita Mantrac 500
- Yara Vita Mantrac DF
- Yara Vita Sulphur F3000
- Yara Vita Zintrac 700

* Nutrel trace elements tested/supported by Nutrel.
** Continuous agitation at all times.

** AMISTAR is INCOMPATIBLE with Ranman Top**

1. When mixing Ally Max SX + Starane 2 + AMISTAR, use this mixing order.
2. Always add HALLMARK WITH ZEON TECHNOLOGY to the tank last.
3. Ally Max SX = can read across to all DuPont SUs.
4. When mixing with Keystone, Micaraz or Seguris, the maximum supported dose rate of AMISTAR is 0.5 l/ha.
5. Supported mix by Dow Agrosciences

**NOTES**

Before using any tank mixture, consult and comply with the recommendations of the partner products. Each product should be added separately to the bulk of the water in the spray tank and thoroughly mixed before adding the next chemical. Always use constant agitation of the sprayer tank during mixing, transportation and application. Spray immediately.

LERAP: None.
Rainfastness: 2 hours.

Use plant protection products safely.
Always read the label and product information before use.
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